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A smile says it all. It’s what Xhibit 
helps you see in your patients and 
their families.
It’s the confidence and security 
they enjoy when you can’t be at 
the bedside; knowing you’re always 
watching over them.
 

The Art of Monitoring



• Virtual sticky notes. No more paper  
   notes everywhere; simply create on   
   screen

• Installs onto your network in less than  
   30 minutes

• Intuitive menus ensure workflow and    
   user interactions are minimized

• A high level of cyber-security      
  and reliability employed

NOT JUST A PRETTY INTERFACE...

 TOOLS
THAT WORK FOR YOU

Fully customizable displays allow 
you to:

• Organize information based on    
   patient’s condition

• Identify patients by caregiver

• Expand patient information easily   
   to full screen

• Identify alarm severity through   
   color, flash and tones

• Use only one or two menu steps   
   for any function

TECHNOLOGY THAT WORKS FOR YOU

EFFICIENCY 
BY DESIGN

Xhibit is a scalable system 
providing you freedom to 
monitor up to 48 patients. 

Use one screen or up 
to four high-resolution 
displays for detailed views 
of a single patient, full 
disclosure (via Spacelabs’ 
Intesys Clinical Suite), 
clinical information systems, 
PACS, and more.

Easily adjust which patients 
are viewed on each screen 
and the acuity of their data.

‘One touch’ or ‘one click’ 
quickly shows all bedside 
functions for a particular 
patient. 

FLEXIBILITY 
WITH A PURPOSE


